Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is the process of selection of the most favorable roads in a road network vehicle should move during the customer service, so as such, it is a generalization of problems of a commercial traveler. Most of the algorithms for successful solution of VRP problems are consisted of several controll parameters and constants, so this paper presents the data-driven prediction model for adjustment of the parameters based on historical data, especially for practical VRP problems with realistic constraints. The approach is consisted of four prediction models and decision making systems for comparing acquired results each of the used models.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE problem of transport route optimization and optimal exploitation of the transport fleet has been explored and constantly improved for a long time. Vehicle routing problem is the name for the entire group of problems requiring the optimal route the transport vehicle or more of them (one vehicle can be used more than once during a single routing) can go around the specific number of customers (delivery points), starting from the central depot and returning there after the customer service. The optimal route is the one with the minimal cost of the road charges [1] . These optimization problems are becoming extremely complex considering a large number of customers. Additionally, those problems become a real challenge considering numerous constraints and facts such as time windows (TW) of customers, time of goods unloading, goods packaging into vehicles, predefined capacity and various vehicles, fixed and variable vehicle costs, etc. These indicators drastically increase the number of available approaches, models and algorithms which could be applied to a complex set of input data. The standard constraints VRP problems differ from are: the number of depots (one or more of them), maximum allowable timing or the length of the vehicle route, different vehicle capacities, customers' demands for delivery or collection of a certain amount of cargo during the service, time windows for beginning and finishing customer service as well as vehicle time windows. In a realistic surroundings, it is necessary to take into consideration a huge number of additional constraints, usually being the result of the specificity of the loading and/or unloading locations, specific business processes of the company performing the distribution (collection) or legal decisions and obligations (such as having a rest period for drivers). Such problems are often called Rich Vehicle Routing Problems (RVRP), and one illustrative example is shown on Fig. 1 . There are two different approaches in solving RVRP. One of them is the exact algorithms with the aim of finding the optimal solution and proving it to be optimal. Another approach include approximate approaches (heuristic and metaheuristic), with the aim of finding the best possible solution, but without proving it to be optimal. Heuristic approaches and methods are commonly used in complex VRP problems. Neural Networks (NN) as well as Machine Learning (ML) methods have lately been used for the solution of complex VRP problems. Any of these approaches used for solving VRP problems also indicate there are constants and parameters of the algorithm, and their adjustment can make better or worse solution.
The next section presents the basic ways and approaches of adjusting the VRP algorithm parameters. The third section shows the access for adjustment of the control VRP algorithm parameters, consisting of several data transformations. Four algorithms are used for regression. Comparative analysis and discussion of the acquired results are presented in the fourth section. The final section depicts the conclusion of the paper, as well as the guidelines for future researches.
II. APPROACHES TO ADJUSTMENT OF VRP ALGORITHM

PARAMETERS
In most of the papers available in literature, there is the fact which points to every realistic VRP problem to be a bit different from its the most similar problem. Two groups of parameters (controlling ones) are the reason of that: (i) Some realistic constraints and constants of the input data, (ii) Constants of the used algorithm. Every company which requires their implementation of the VRP within their surroundings, has its own constraints, defined by the company business polices. Therefore, it is mentioned in literature that the constraints and restrictions in these kinds of problems are nonstandard. In the paper [2] , Lee describes in details one such problem with the possible solution of the particular example. With the development of modern technology, in the last few years, determination of the parameters based on the available information from GPS and/or GIS system, data on weather condition and forecasts, has also been performed. Several papers deal with the analysis of such systems, and especially interesting papers are [3] those with the data mining methods and techniques for determination of specific realistic constraints of the VRP problems, and [4] those using the predictions of time distances between knots for dynamic routing requirements for emergency vehicles.
One of the most interesting examples of the classical application of realistic and useful data is presented in paper [5] , where the concept of datadriven solution of VRP problem is introduced for the first time. The additional phase is also mentioned for the first time in this paper, and it is used in examples that could be applied in realistic surroundings, and that is HumanComputer Interaction Mode (HCIM), which enables the end user to have the ability of manual modification of the suggested routes. No matter how the algorithm for solving VRP problems is considered perfect, there are always realistic situations that are impossible to predict and include in it, so the possibility of manual modification of the suggested routes in practical systems is of a great importance. Each of the analyzed approaches and algorithms for solving VRP problems is composed of specific constants and controlling parameters. Those parameters and constants are used for adjusting specific weight factors, punitive factors according to individual criteria depending on the importance of the very criterion on the final outcome of the realistic situation of vehicle routing, etc. In literature, this approach is defined as the Parameter Setting Problem (PSP). The most interesting paper on this subject was presented by Calvet et al. [6] , describing the statistical approach for fine adjusting of the parameters for metaheuristic algorithms, which is also applied to VRP problem.
Analyzing the other available literature dealing with PSP problem, it can be concluded that these problems could be classified into two basic groups [7] : (i) Parameter Control Strategies (PCS), (ii) Parameter Tuning Strategies (PTS). In papers [8] [9] , there is additional subgroup IPTS (InstanceSpecific Parameter Tuning Strategies), which includes the characteristics of the instances being applied to. Although there are not many published scientific papers in available literature on the subject of PSP problems, it can be noticed that one of them most interesting applications of it is the improvement of certain segments of VRP, as well as the facilitating of solving VRP problems.
Battiti and Brunato [10] also presented an interesting paper on this subject in which they use the methods of machine learning in combination with statistical methods for fine adjustment of parameters of metaheuristic algorithms. They presented the model that could also be applied for parameters adjustment in other types of algorithms, and one of the most interesting examples is the application for the parameters of neural networks.
Some of the starting ideas for solving realistic VRP problems, and parameters (constants) settings problem are presented in paper [11] , where the way of using GPS/GIS data for setting the attribute of the algorithms is presented. In paper [12] , the clusterbased analysis and timeseries prediction model for reducing the number of traffic accidents is presented.
III. DATADRIVEN APPROACH FOR ADJUSTING THE CONTROL
PARAMETERS OF THE VRP ALGORITHMS There are three data sets VRP problem is consisted of: depot, vehicles and customers (users). At least one depot must be defined in the problem, and important information that should be collected for the depot is:
 Every implemented algorithm solving the realistic VRP problem is consisted of control parameters and constants. The value of these parameters and constants could be adjusted based on historical data, and the model depicting the way of that adjustment is presented in Fig. 2 . The primary goal of realistic VRP problems is to fulfill all constraints. Some of these control parameters are adjusted as described below, using some of the prediction methods and algorithms which will make conclusions based on historical data. On the basis of all the parameters that could have an impact to the final outcome of the solution of VRP problems, several basic ones are sorted out and stored for every route during the testing and production use, since the historical data of practical implementation of VRP algorithms have been used in several largest distribution companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina, dealing with product distribution from their depots to delivery points (shops, supermarkets, etc.). It resulted in creation of a knowledge base being enriched every day, and the mail goal is the adjustment of control parameters and constants on the basis of historical data, which can later become a part of any implemented VRP algorithm. Attributes being sorted out as those affecting the routes are:
 The target attributes affecting the given routes and total cost presenting the control parameters of VRP algorithms in the case of distribution companies are:
During the implementation of VRP algorithms, the vehicle can be allowed to be overloaded in weight or volume, for the values of ToleranceWeight and ToleranceVolume. Algorithms for solving VRP problems allow the vehicle to be delayed for customer (to arrive outside of its time window). The violation of this parameter is presented by the PenaltyDelay. If the VRP algorithm is adjusted for solving SiteDependent Vehicle Routing Problem (SDVRP), the attribute PenaltyCustomersVehicles is used for penalization of rules violations, where the customer can't be served by a particular vehicle. The constant used in increasing the cost, depending on the weight vehicle transports, is presented with the CostIncreasing. The constants penalize reloading of vehicles by weight or volume are PenaltyWeightPercentage and PenaltyVolumePercentage, and they present the cost increasing when the weight/volume of the vehicle is reloaded by 100%. Each of these parameters is determined independently. Firstly, there is a data preprocessing, by excluding only those historical data where all the constraints are fulfilled (value 1 in the column). Then, the removal of redundant attributes was performed by using the Transform Option. Using the Attribute Importance option, the determination of input attribute importance was made for every target attribute. Minimum Descriptor Lenght (MDL) algorithm was used for attribute importance determination. Before that, the normalization of attribute had been performed in a way the volume of the attribute was put to one decimal place.
After all the preprocessings and preparations of input values, the proposed model was created for determing the target attributes. Model for one attribute is shown in Fig. 3 . The advantage of SVM over other methods is providing better predictions in unseen test data, providing unique optimal solutions for the problem and the existence of less parameter for optimization compared to other methods. The speed of performance is not crucial for the problem wanted to be applied on, so the lack of SVM regression method can be ignored. GLM regression algorithm is chosen because it represents the generalization of the linear regression and is often used in cases where output variables do not have normal distribution. Since the input data point to linear dependence, the GLM choice of the regression algorithm was a logical choice. Basic advantages of a Decision Tree method are: the possibility of generating comprehensive models, relatively small requirements for computer resources (time and memory) and precise importance of some attributes for the specific problem, as well as vast availability of software solution. The lack of Decision Trees is their instability, because small fluctuations in data sample can result in huge variations in assigned classifications. The advantage of the Naive Bayes classifier is its robustness to errors obtained in data collecting or missing attribute value in training session. Errors do not have a lot of impact on probabilities since they are of average value, while missing data are simply ignored during the calculating of probability. Also, the Naive Bayes classifier is robust to irrelevant attributes, too.
IV. RESULTS DISCUSSION
As previously mentioned, for each of the control parameters, the independent model was created with four regression algorithms: GLM, SVM, Decision Tree and Naive Bayes algorithm. After the results were obtained, for each of the parameters, the Decision Support System (DSS) was created which, on the basis of regression results, chose the predicted value of the algorithm that had higher Predictive Confidence. In order to enrich the control parameters knowledge base, VRP productive algorithms were run for more than 10.000 times, with all the constraints fulfilled for many different days and input parameters. Data with testing and validating of prediction models are provided at the 4TU Research Data Center [13] , to be available to other researchers for their works and eventual comparison of results. For each of the control parameters, there was a result comparison of confidence/accuracy Predictive Confidence [%], which was presented for each of the input data set in Table I .
As seen from the presented results, it is not difficult to conclude that the SVM always provided better predictive results for each of the control parameters compared to GLM algorithm (Table I -left) , while the prediction models based on the Decision Tree and Naive Bayes algorithms, always showed much worse results (Table I -right) , and therefore, the Decision Support System (DSS) preferred the prediction results of the SVM algorithm. Analyzing the Table I in details, it is easy to conclude that the lack of Decision Tree is their instability, because small fluctuations may result in large variations in the assigned classifications, which was the case. The lack of the Naive Bayes prediction algorithm is presumably the independence of attributes, which make this classifier delicate to correlated attributes. Attributes in strong correlation can degrade performances of the classifiers, which can be solved by removing certain attributes, which is also the case in this example. Implemented Attribute Importance segment at the target values in the prediction model enables to determine the importance of each of the input attributes on the target control parameter. The average importance of the input parameters on the input control variables, as well as their order, is shown in Table II . Analyzing the average value of input attribute influences for each of the control parameters, it is concluded that the input parameters affect the output prediction control parameters in that order shown in Table II . Such results were expected because routings made on realistic data were extremely complex with strict constraints, while the number of available vehicles was very small. The fact is that out of 8 available vehicles for routing, seven of them were of different type, which significantly affects the result and complexity of algorithm implementation. It is easy to conclude that these parameters are the most important for adjusting the algorithm control parameters. Also, the customers' time windows are significant for the control parameters, which affect the complexity of finding a solution. According to Table II , the parameter with the least significance for adjusting the value of control parameters is the number of constraints the customer can't be served by a vehicle. The very number is presented in the form of the summary indicator, but if it were presented in terms of ratio of the customer and the number of vehicles that could serve him, the significance of that parameter would certainly be much greater, even the most significant. For each of the control parameters, the results are graphically displayed, which is example of the ToleranceWeight parameter shown in Fig, 4 (left) . The important indicator in these analyses is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) prediction. Results of the MAE for the example of ToleranceWeight parameter are shown in Fig. 4 (right) . Figure 6 shows that for the each attribute except the Predictive Confidence indicator, it is possible to obtain many other parameters (primarily refers to the prediction value errors), which enables to make comparisons and select the model which satisfies the needs and expectations more. It is also simple to make comparison of the actual and predicted value, and make the same conclusion that the SVM algorithm presented much better results compared to the remaining 3 prediction algorithms already used. Thus, every analysis points to the fact that the SVM algorithm is much more superior than other algorithms already used, as well as methods for the purpose of adjusting the control parameters of the practically applicable algorithms for solving the complex VRP problems.
V. CONCLUSION
Regardless of what approach (exact or heuristics) is used for successful solving the VRP problem, most of the proposed algorithms are consisted of constants in control parameters whose adjustment give better or worse solutions. This paper presents the innovative approach of adjustment of these parameters on the basis of available historical data by using the prediction models. Four of the prediction models were used, where SVM algorithm proved to have much better and more superior results for all the tests compared to other prediction models. For each of the analyzed control parameters in the case of SVM model, the predictive accuracy was over 90%. The advantage of SVM over other methods being used is providing better predictions in unseen test data, providing unique optimal solutions for the training problem, and the existence of less optimization parameters compared to other methods. The execution speed is not crucial for the problem, so the lack of SVM regression method can be neglected in this case.
Guidelines for the future researches in this area would include the application of neural networks for determination of the values of the VRP algorithm control parameters, or even the prediction based on time series. Surely, the progress should be realized by even more input set of realistic data in this segment of the proposed approach.
